NEW GENERATION LIGHTWEIGHT BREATHABLE POLOS!

145gsm cotton backed // Wicking technology // UltraFlect stretch tape
Superior odour control // Unmatched comfort // High UV rating

PHONE US FOR YOUR FREE TRIAL GARMENT! 0800 888 778
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This helpful symbol guide will help you choose the right polo, singlet or vest for you and your team.

- **TTMC-W**: This garment is tested & certified to Code of Practice for Temporary Traffic Management (TTMC-W).
- **AS/ NZS 4602**: Day/Night compliant. We back our garments with certification to make sure you are covered if you need it.
- **AS/ NZS 4602**: Day only compliant. Certified to give you peace of mind.
- **UV**: Our high-visibility garments are not just cool and comfortable to work in. They also have an extremely good ability to transport moisture away from the body, a built-in UPF of 50+ and extra-stretchy reflectors. (50+ only applies to orange fabric).
- **New Zealand Forest approved designs**: Tested and certified by independent testing laboratory. We do things properly to give you the confidence needed to sell our garments.
- **Long tail for extra visibility when bending or crouching down increasing the safety of the wearer**: UltraFlect® Retro-Reflective Tape is developed for industrial laundry situations to give more life to the garments.
- **UltraFlect® Stretch Retro-Reflective Tape is developed for industrial laundry situations to give more life to the garments**: Increases movability and flexibility to help make the wearer's job easier, and is suited for the harsh industrial laundries.
- **UltraFlect® Retro-Reflective Tape is developed for industrial laundry situations to give more life to the garments**: UltraFlect® Stretch Retro-Reflective Tape increases movability and flexibility to help make the wearer's job easier, and is suited for the harsh industrial laundries.
- **Sports Mesh Venting System**: Sports mesh ventilation panels giving amazing comfort and allowing the garment to breath while worn.
- **Venting System**: Vents under the arm help the garment and wearer keep cool.
- **Quick dry**: Quick Dri Microfibre fabric draws body perspiration away quickly allowing the garment to dry quickly and keep the wearer cooler.
- **Smartphone Pocket**: Smart phone pocket to ensure you stay connected while at work.
- **Cotton Backed**: Comfortable, odourless, and ventilated with Microfibre cotton backing for superior comfort.
- **145gsm Lightweight**: Made with 145gsm lightweight cotton-backed Microfibre fabric reducing the weight and reduces fatigue.
- **140gsm Lightweight**: Made with 140gsm lightweight Microfibre fabric reducing the weight and reduces fatigue.
- **Designer Style**: Designer collar for a classy, refined look, with contrast fabric to reduce visible dirt and grime and help keep your team looking sharper for longer.
INCREDIBLE COMFORT

MAXIMUM BREATHABILITY
LIGHTWEIGHT & VENTILATED

THE MOST COMFORTABLE ODOURLESS COTTON BACK POLO

Lightweight fabric made from 145gsm Microfibre with a 100% cotton backing. Protex moisture wicking comfort through high filament fibre technology. This micro-construction causes the yarns to bulk up when exposed to moisture and quickly dry when exposed to air.

- Wicking technology
- Diffusion ability
- Drying ability
- Moisture control
- Superior odour control

Lightweight, highly breathable with underside vents going from under the arm and right down the side of the polo as well as a large panel vent on back all the way down to the hem. Sports mesh ventilation panels are extremely soft and comfortable against the skin. The wicking and quick-dry properties help to create superior odour control.
Argyle Performance Workwear is the first to use UltraFlect® Stretch tape - the only independently tested and certified retro-reflective stretch tape on the market! This stretch tape has proven to be a superior reflective tape. The tape enhances the ability of the wearer to reach and move, by stretching to allow greater flexibility and ease of movement. This ensures greater comfort for all wearers.
MAXIMUM UV PROTECTION

Our high-visibility garments are not just cool and comfortable to work in. They also have an extremely good ability to transport moisture away from the body, a built-in UPF of 50+ (applies to orange fabric) and extra-stretchy reflectors.
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TTMC-W POLO

Protex Lightweight TTMC-W Quick-Dri Microfibre Long Sleeve Hi Vis Polo

Code: PTOCBLWS  Colour: Orange with Navy trim
Sizes: S-3XL, 5XL & 8XL

DETAILS: 145gsm lightweight fabric with cotton back // Sports Collar for a classy, refined look // Sports mesh venting for superior comfort, and ventilation to increase odour control, underside vents going from under the arm down the side of the polo as well as a large panel vent from the shoulder to the hem // Sports mesh ventilation panel // Lightweight cotton backing for superior comfort // Contrast collar minimises grime buildup // Long sleeve for ultimate sun protection.


Code: V14LS  Colour: Orange with Navy trim
Sizes: S-3XL, 5XL & 8XL

DETAILS: Wicks moisture to the top of the fabric allowing the moisture to evaporate more quickly. // UltraFlect® Stretch tape // Sports mesh ventilation panel // Sports Collar for a classy, refined look. // Sports mesh venting for superior comfort, and ventilation to increase odour control, underside vents going from under the arm down the side of the polo as well as a large panel vent from the shoulder to the hem. // Sports mesh ventilation panel // Lightweight cotton backing for superior comfort // Contrast collar minimises grime buildup // Long sleeve for ultimate sun protection.


Cotton Backed Comfortable, odourless, and ventilated with Microfibre cotton backing for superior comfort.
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Protex TTMC-W Microfibre Long Sleeve Hi Vis Polo

**Code:** PTBPOL5  **Colour:** Orange with Navy trim  
**Sizes:** S-3XL & 5XL

**Details:** Made with 140gsm lightweight Microfibre fabric reducing the weight and reduces fatigue.  
**Standards:** Material complies with AS/NZS 1906.4.2010 and EN471 suitable for Day/Night time use  
**Design:** Slim fit style  
**Ultralight® Retro-Reflective Tape:** Developed for industrial laundry situations to give more life to the garments.

Protex Lightweight TTMC-W Quick-Dri Microfibre Hi Vis Polo

**Code:** PTDCLBLW  **Colour:** Orange with Navy trim  
**Sizes:** S-3XL, 5XL & 8XL

**Details:** Made with 145gsm lightweight fabric with cotton back  
**Standards:** Material complies with AS/NZS 1906.4.2010 and EN471 suitable for Day/Night time use  
**Design:** Cotton backed  
**Sports Mesh Venting:** For superior comfort, and ventilation to increase odour control, underside vents going from under the arm down the side of the polo as well as a large panel vent from the shoulder to the hem.

UltraFlect® Stretch Retro-Reflective Tape increases movability and flexibility to help make the wearer’s job easier, and is suited for the harsh industrial laundries.
Protex TTMC-W Quick-Dri Microfibre Hi Vis Polo

**Code:** V14TTMC  **Colour:** Orange with Navy trim
**Sizes:** S-3XL, 5XL & 8XL

**DETAILS:** Wicks moisture to the top of the fabric allowing the moisture to evaporate more quickly. // Feet and elbow contours. // External pocket with velcro closure. // Plans and cellphone pocket.


**UPF 50+**
Our high-visibility t-shirts not just cool and comfortable to work in. They also have an extremely good ability to transport moisture away from the body, a built-in UPF of 50+ and extra-stretchy reflectors.

**UltraFlect® Retro-Reflective Tape** is developed for industrial laundry situations to give more life to the garments.

**Smartphone Pocket**
Zipped slimline smartphone pocket to ensure you stay connected.

**Cotton Backed**
Comfortable, odourless, and ventilated with Microfibre cotton backing for superior comfort.

**140gsm Lightweight**
Made with 140gsm lightweight Microfibre fabric reducing the weight and reduces fatigue.

Protex TTMC-W Microfibre Hi Vis Polo

**Code:** PTBPO  **Colour:** Orange with Navy trim
**Sizes:** S-3XL & 5XL

**DETAILS:** UltraFlect® Retro-Reflective Tape is developed for industrial laundry situations to give more life to the garments.

**140gsm Lightweight**
Made with 140gsm lightweight Microfibre fabric reducing the weight and reduces fatigue.
Protex Lightweight Day/Night Quick-Dri Microfibre Hi Vis Polo

**Code:** PN0CBLW  
**Colour:** Orange/Navy & Yellow/Navy  
**Sizes:** S-3XL, 5XL & 8XL

**DETAILS:** 145gsm lightweight microfibre with cotton back  
// Sports Collar for a casual, modern look  
// Sports mesh venting for superior comfort, and ventilation to increase odour control, underside vents going from under the arm down the side of the polo as well as a large panel vent from the shoulder to the hem  
// Slimline smartphone zip pocket on chest for a classy look  
// Extra lightweight cotton back for extra comfort  
// UltraFlect® Stretch Retro-Reflective Tape increases mobility and flexibility to help make the wearer’s job easier, and is suited for the harsh industrial laundries.

**STANDARDS:** Material complies with: 1906.4.2010 and EN471 Suitable for Day/Night time usage.  
// Ultraviolet Protection factor complies with: AS/NZS 4399.1996.

Protex Day/Night Quick-Dri Microfibre Hi Vis Polo

**Code:** V51DNPOLO  
**Colour:** Yellow/Navy, Orange/Navy & Yellow/Green  
**Sizes:** S-3XL, 5XL & 8XL

**DETAILS:** 160gsm Microfibre with cotton backing  
// Works moisture to the top of the fabric allowing the moisture to evaporate more quickly  
// External pocket with velcro closure  
// Clear ID pocket  
// Hi-Ultraviolet protection factor  
**STANDARDS:** Material complies with: 1906.4.2010 and EN471 Suitable for Day/Night time usage.  
// Ultraviolet Protection factor complies with: AS/NZS 4399.

**UPF 50+**

Our high-visibility t-shirts are not just cool and comfortable to work in. They also have an extremely good ability to transport moisture away from the body, a built-in UPF of 50+ and extra-stretchy reflectors. (50+ only applies to orange fabric).

**S-3XL, 5XL & 8XL**

Our high-visibility t-shirts are not just cool and comfortable to work in. They also have an extremely good ability to transport moisture away from the body, a built-in UPF of 50+ and extra-stretchy reflectors. (50+ only applies to orange fabric).

**Cotton Backed**

Comfortable, odourless, and ventilated with Microfibre cotton backing for superior comfort.

**Smartphone Pocket**

Zipped slimline smart phone pocket to ensure you stay connected.

**Sports Mesh Venting**

For superior comfort, and ventilation to increase odour control, underside vents going from under the arm down the side of the polo as well as a large panel vent from the shoulder to the hem.

**Designer Style**

Designer collar for a classy, refined look, with contrast fabric to reduce visible dirt and grime and help keep your team looking sharper for longer.
Protex Day/Night Microfibre Hi Vis Polo

**Code:** PNBPO  **Colour:** Orange/Navy & Yellow/Navy  
**Sizes:** S-3XL & 5XL

**DETAILS:** 140gm lightweight fabric // Chest pocket with button closure and pen partition // Slim fit design // AS/NZS 4602.1:2011 Compliant Class D/N  
**STANDARDS:** Material complies with AS/NZS 1906.4:2010 and EN343:2010 and Class 1 | Design complies with AS/NZS 4602.1:2011 | Design complies with NZFOA  
**UPF 50+**

Our high-visibility t-shirts are not just cool and comfortable to work in. They also have an extremely good ability to transport moisture away from the body, a built-in UPF of 50+ and extra-stretchy reflectors. (50+ only applies to orange fabric).

**UltraFlex® Retro-Reflective Tape** is developed for industrial laundry situations to give more life to the garments.

**Cotton Backed**  
Comfortable, odourless, and ventilated with Microfibre cotton backing for superior comfort.

**Smartphone Pocket**  
Zipped slimline smart phone pocket to ensure you stay connected.

**Sports Mesh Venting**  
For superior comfort, and ventilation to increase odour control, underside vents going from under the arm down the side of the polo as well as a large panel vent from the shoulder to the hem.

**Designer Style**  
Designer collar for a classy, refined look, with contrast fabric to reduce visible dirt and grime and help keep your team looking sharper for longer.

**140gm Lightweight**  
Made with 140gm lightweight Microfibre fabric reducing the weight and reduces fatigue.

Protex Lightweight Day Only Quick-Dri Microfibre Hi Vis Polo

**Code:** PDQCBLW  **Colour:** Orange/Navy & Yellow/Navy  
**Sizes:** S-3XL, 5XL & 8XL

**DETAILS:** 140gm lightweight breathable Microfibre with cotton back // Sports Collar for a casual, modern look // Sports mesh venting for superior comfort and ventilation to increase odour control, underside vents going from under the arm down the side of the polo as well as a large panel vent from the shoulder to the hem // Slimline smartphone zip pocket on chest for a classy look // Extra lightweight cotton back for extra comfort // Contrast collar, sleeve panels and hem for classy look  
**STANDARDS:** Material complies with 1906.4:2010 and EN343:2010 and Class 1 | Design complies with AS/NZS 4602.1:2011 | Design complies with NZFOA  
**UPF 50+**

Our high-visibility t-shirts are not just cool and comfortable to work in. They also have an extremely good ability to transport moisture away from the body, a built-in UPF of 50+ and extra-stretchy reflectors. (50+ only applies to orange fabric).

**UltraFlex® Retro-Reflective Tape** is developed for industrial laundry situations to give more life to the garments.

**140gm Lightweight**  
Made with 140gm lightweight Microfibre fabric reducing the weight and reduces fatigue.

**Designer Style**  
Designer collar for a classy, refined look, with contrast fabric to reduce visible dirt and grime and help keep your team looking sharper for longer.

**Cotton Backed**  
Comfortable, odourless, and ventilated with Microfibre cotton backing for superior comfort.
Protex Day Only Microfibre Hi Vis Polo

**Code:** PDBPO  
**Colour:** Orange/Navy, Yellow/Navy, & Yellow/Green  
**Sizes:** S-3XL, 5XL, & 8XL

**Details:**
- 140gsm lightweight fabric reducing the weight and reduces fatigue.  
- Chest pocket with button closure.  
- Pen partition.  
- Slim-fit design.

**Standards:**
- Material complies with: AS/NZS 1906.4:2010 and EN471 suitable for Day only use.  
- Ultraviolet Protection factor complies with: AS/NZS 4399.

Protex Day Only Quick-Dri Microfibre Hi Vis Polo

**Code:** V50POLO  
**Colour:** Orange/Navy, Yellow/Navy, & Yellow/Green  
**Sizes:** S-3XL, 5XL, & 8XL

**Details:**
- 160gsm Microfibre with cotton backing.  
- Wicks moisture to the top of the fabric allowing the moisture to evaporate more quickly.  
- External pocket with velcro closure.  
- Clear ID pocket.

**Standards:**
- Material complies with: 1906.4.2010 and EN471 suitable for Day time usage.  
- Ultraviolet Protection factor complies with: AS/NZS 4399.
Protex Fashion Quick-Dri Microfibre Hi Vis Reflective Polo

**Code:** V60POLO  
**Colour:** Yellow/Grey & Orange/Grey  
**Sizes:** S-3XL, 5XL & 8XL

**DETAILS:** Breathable Microfibre Outer and comfort Cotton Inner // Wicking Mesh inserts to reduce the risk of fatigue // Sports collar // UltraFlect® Stretch Tape // Sweat and odour control // Available only while stocks last

**STANDARDS:** Material complies with: AS/NZS 1906.4:2010 and EN471 Suitable for Daytime use // Design complies with: NZFOA // Ultraviolet Protection factor complies with: AS/NZS 4399.

---

Protex Fashion Quick-Dri Microfibre Hi Vis Polo

**Code:** V61POLO  
**Colour:** Yellow/Grey & Orange/Grey  
**Sizes:** S-3XL, 5XL & 8XL

**DETAILS:** Breathable Microfibre Outer and comfort Cotton Inner // Wicking Mesh inserts to reduce the risk of fatigue // Sports collar // UltraFlect® Stretch Retro-Reflective Tape increases movability and flexibility to help make the wearer’s job easier, and is suited for the harsh industrial laundries.


---

Our high-visibility t-shirts are not just cool and comfortable to work in. They also have an extremely good ability to transport moisture away from the body, a built-in UPF of 50+ and extra-stretchy reflectors. (50+ only applies to orange fabric).

* Only available while stocks last!
Protex Lightweight Polyester TTMC-W Long Sleeve Vest

**Code:** V5LS  
**Colour:** Orange  
**Sizes:** S-4XL & 8XL

**DETAILS:** 120gsm Polyester // Back and underarm ventilation // Zipped long tail option // Smartphone pocket and clear ID pocket // UltraFlect® reflective tape for superior visibility and lasting quality.  

---

Protex Day/Night Hi Vis STMS Zip Safety Vest

**Code:** STMS  
**Colour:** Fluoro Yellow  
**Sizes:** S-5XL

**DETAILS:** Cellphone pocket and clear ID pocket // Manufactured from 100% polyester // Long Tail, zipped vest // Hi Ultraviolet protection factor.  
Protex TTMC-W and Day/Night Zip Safety Vest

Code: V5MVEST
Colour: Fluoro Orange (TTMC-W) & Fluoro Yellow (Day/Night)
Sizes: Adult sizes S-6XL & 8XL, Kids sizes 3XS, 2XS & XS

DETAILS: Orange vest complies with TTMC-W // Zipped long tail option // Cellphone pocket and clear ID pocket // Manufactured from 100% polyester.

Protex TTMC-W and Day/Night Domed Safety Vest

Code: V1
Colour: Fluoro Orange (TTMC-W) & Fluoro Yellow (Day/Night)
Sizes: S/M, L/XL, 2XL/3XL, 4XL/5XL & 6XL/7XL

DETAILS: Domed long tail option // Cellphone pocket and clear ID pocket // Manufactured from 100% polyester // Orange vest complies with TTMC-W
HI VIS GUIDE SUMMER 2016

Protex Day/Night Quick-Dri Microfibre Hi Vis Singlet

**Code:** V53DNSING  **Colour:** Yellow
**Sizes:** S, L, 3XL & 8XL

**DETAILS:**
Wicks moisture to the top of the fabric allowing the moisture to evaporate more quickly and easily keeping the wearer drier

**STANDARDS:**
Material complies with: AS/NZS 1906.4:2010 and EN471
Suitable for Day/Night time usage
Design complies with: AS/NZS 4602.1:2011
Ultraviolet Protection factor complies with: AS/NZS 4399

*Only available while stocks last!*

---

Protex TTMC-W Microfibre Quick-Dri Hi Vis Singlet

**Code:** V54TTMCSIN  **Colour:** Fluoro Orange
**Sizes:** S, 3XL, 5XL & 8XL

**DETAILS:**
Wicks moisture to the top of the fabric allowing the moisture to evaporate more quickly and easily keeping the wearer drier

**STANDARDS:**
Material complies with: AS/NZS 1906.4:2010 and EN471
Suitable for Day/Night time usage
Design complies with: AS/NZS 4602.1:2011
Ultraviolet Protection factor complies with: AS/NZS 4399

*Only available while stocks last!*

---

UPF 50+

Our high-visibility t-shirts are not just cool and comfortable to work in. They also have an extremely good ability to transport moisture away from the body, a built-in UPF of 50+ and extra-stretchy reflectors.

---

UltraFlect® Retro-Reflective Tape is developed for industrial laundry situations to give more life to the garments.

Cotton Backed
Comfortable, odourless, and ventilated with Microfibre cotton backing for superior comfort.

---

Cotton Backed
Comfortable, odourless, and ventilated with Microfibre cotton backing for superior comfort.

---

UltraFlect® Retro-Reflective Tape is developed for industrial laundry situations to give more life to the garments.

---

Smartphone Pocket
Zipped slimline smart phone pocket to ensure you stay connected.
COLOUR REFERENCE GUIDE
A quick & easy guide for dressing your team!